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Holocaust inspires art:  
‘Survivors’ exhibit, ‘Anne Frank’ production 

by ROB BAILEY 

 Two new cultural presentations — unrelated but inextricably entwined via haunting 
subject matter — mark the 70th anniversary of the Holocaust this month around the borough. 
 
UP FIRST: ‘HOLOCAUST SURVIVORS ON S.I. 
 Wagner College’s Holocaust Education and Programming Center presents “Tragedy and 
Resilience: Holocaust Survivors of Staten Island” in the Hormann Library Spotlight Gallery on 
the Grymes Hill campus.   
 Until now, Staten Island was the only borough of New York City without a Holocaust 
Center. This space’s inaugural exhibit highlights the tragic journeys of local Holocaust survivors 
through dozens of artifacts, portraits, drawings and photos.  
 Born in Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary, their families endured countless 
hardships in ghettos, in hiding, in labor and death camps and extermination sites. 
 Among the survivors highlighted: Chaim Ben-Aron, Romi Cohn, Rachel Gottlieb, Gabi 
Held, Dora Luba Malz, Brenda and Moritz Perelman, Rachel Roth, Egon Salmon, Arthur 
Speilman, Benjamin Wayne and others.  
 Opening Reception: 6 p.m. Thursday, April 16, in the Spotlight Gallery. A kosher dinner 
will follow with a slideshow of students and faculty photos of Auschwitz, Warsaw, Berlin and 
Krakow in Union 201. Reservations required: Call 718-390-3253. 
 Featured in the exhibit: Original drawings and photos by Emil Jacoby, Sara Signorelli, 
Rita Reynolds and Leslie Lopez. Photos of Holocaust artifacts provided by the Museum of 
Jewish Heritage-Living Memorial to the Holocaust. Curated by Lauren Citarella and Lori 
Weintrob. Lauren is a Holocaust intern and Arts Administration major.   
 Holocaust Remembrance Day: Visit the gallery on Wednesday, April 22, 6 p.m., prior to 
joining us for a light kosher dinner and candlelighting at 6:30 in Manzulli Boardroom, 
Foundation Hall. At 7 p.m., featured speaker A. Romi Cohn, author of “The Youngest Partisan: 
A Young Boy Fights the Nazis,” takes the mic.   
 Cohn will be speaking about his experiences in the resistance in Slovakia. Not long after 
hiding in a yeshiva in Hungary, he adopted a false identity and forged papers for 58 families, 
gaining access to official Nazi headquarters. He then fought in armed partisan units. President 
Richard Guarasci of Wagner College will introduce him.  
 Chai Lecture Series: On the closing night of the exhibit, April 28, Consulate of Germany 
Britta Waegner discusses “Jewish Life in Germany Today,” at 7 p.m. in Manzulli Board Room, 
Foundation Hall. 
 Comments on Images: Many of the images in the exhibit are timeless, notably the breath-
taking photo of the Warsaw Jewish Cemetery by Leslie Lopez and the image of the main gate 
and barbed wire fences at Auschwitz by Rita Reynolds. Award-winning drawings such as 
“Woman in a Ghetto” by Emil Jacoby, survivor of Mathausen, are equally griping.  



 It is the portraits of the survivors taken by Sara Signorelli that dominate the show.  With 
the tattoo on her arm barely visible, one portrait captures the strength of Rachel Roth, who 
smuggled guns in the Warsaw Ghetto and survived Majdanek and Auschwitz. 
 The snow-laden trees behind the window in A. Romi Cohn’s portrait are reminiscent of 
his days with the Slovakian partisans in the woods tracking Nazi soldiers.  A portrait of Brenda 
and Moritz Perelman captures the connection they share as survivors who lost close family in the 
war. 
 Part of a burnt Torah scroll, hanging below the yellow stars German Jews were forced to 
wear, also draw attention to the anti-Semitism that lay behind the genocide of the Jews.  
 An inspiring photo of two students with Auschwitz survivor Rachel Gottlieb is a 
reminder of the important ongoing work of Holocaust education, also seen in the poem, “Why 
Remember the Holocaust?,” by a 6th grader from John Lavelle Charter School that hangs nearby.   
 
COMING UP SATURDAY: ‘THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK’ 
 Staten Island Academy of Performing Arts invites all Holocaust survivors, and their 
families, to come as “honored guests” at its upcoming production of “The Diary of Anne Frank.” 
 “We want to spread the word that this did happen and that genocide will continue to go 
on, if we do not do something,” says Elisa DeSimone, who helms the production. “Anne Frank is 
a celebration of life and love and to as Anne said, ‘I want to go on living even after my death,” 
and she did!” 
 Curtains: Saturday, April 18, at 6 p.m. and  Sunday, April 26, at 6 p.m. in The St. Mary’s 
Episcopal Church Theatre at 347 Davis Ave. at the corner of Castleton Avenue. For reservations 
and more information, call 347-874-3346.  
 “I am so proud to be directing this production during Holocaust remembrance month and 
the Yom HaShoah,” says DeSimone. “We’re commemorating the 70th anniversary of the end of 
World War II and the liberation of the concentration and work camps, such as Auschwitz.” 
 Donations raised will go to the CA.N.D.L.E.S. Museum founded and run by Holocaust  
survivor Eva Moses Kor. 
 “Eva was kind enough to invite me to Auschwitz with her,” DeSimone says. “She and her 
sister, Miriam, were Mengele twins, and survivors. Miriam is deceased, but Eva still gives tours 
of the museum and talks everyday(a recent one was to nearly 4,000 people), and travels all over, 
(Auschwitz twice a year) bearing witness to the Holocaust and honoring the memories of those 
lost.” 
 DeSimone says the production will also benefit the Museum Of Jewish Heritage in 
downtown Manhattan.” 
 Note: There is another anniversary associated with this event. The Staten Island Academy 
of Performing Arts is currently celebrating its 20th year of presenting stage plays and musical 
theater productions. 


